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H. Onose extending a result of the author [2], gave in [7] a suffi-
cient condition for all solutions of the equation
( * x()+ p(t)g(x, x’,..., x(n-1))--0
to oscillate, provided that n is even and g homogeneous of degree
2s/1.

Here we improve Onose’s result considerably, by assuming quite
weaker conditions which guarantee the oscillation of all solutions of
( ), and moreover, we consider the case n=odd. Thus, we also ira-
prove a result due to Howard ([1], Theorem 2), and generalize results
o LiSko and vec [5], and Mikusifiski [6].

All *unctions considered are supposed to be continuous on their
domains, and such that they guarantee the existence of solutions o
(.) *or all large t (n will always be supposed to be >1). In what
ollows, we consider only such solutions which are nontrivial *or all
large t. By an oscillatory solution of (.), we mean a solution with
arbitrarily large zeros.

1. The ollowing theorem has been proved in [4]
Theorem 1. For n even, let (.) satisfy the following assump-

tions
(i)

(S)

(ii)

p IoR+ =(O, +c), I=[to, + c), t0_0, and

It-p(t)dt + c
g Rn--.R=(--c<), + c), xlg(xl, x, ..., Xn)O

for every (xl, ..., x) e R
with x 0

then every bounded solution of ( ) is oscillatory.
Now we show that an analogous result holds or the case n=odd.

In act, we establish the ollowing
Lemma. Suppose that n is odd, and that the functions p, g

satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1; then every bounded solution of
( ) is oscillatory, or tends to zero monotonically as t--. + c.
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Proof. Since x(")(t) --p(t)g(x(t), x’(t), .., x(n-)(t)), it ollows
that i x(t) is positive and bounded for all large t, we must have
(--1)x()(t)0, or every k-l, 2,..., n-l, and every t (some fixed)
Tto. In fact, due to the boundedness of x(t), no two consecutive
derivatives o x(t) can be of the same sign or all large t. Thus
moreover, lim x()(t)-O, i-1, 2, ., n-1. Let us now suppose that

lira x(t)-a>O. Then by use of the continuity o the unction g, we

obtain
( 1 ) g(a, O, 0,..., O)--e <g(x(t), x’(t), ...,

g(a, O, 0,..., 0)+
for some fixed g(a, 0, 0,..., 0), and every tTT. Consequent-
ly, we must have (vec [8], p. 11)

(-1)
()(z(), z’(),...,

()
+,

(-1)
a contradiction. .N.D.

Z. Le the differential equation ( ) be such tha (t) is ositive
on I, and the function satisfies the following Condition (G)"

g(, , .., )>0 for every l, , ., ) R wih 0, and
for every (, ,...,) R, and every 2K (=fixed ositive
eonstant), (-, -z, ..., -)= -(, z, ..., ), and (2,
2, ..., 2)=2(1, , ..., ), where r-q/r, q, odd ositive
integers relatively rime.
hen, if for a solugion z(t) of (.) we have (t)K for

t IT, + ), z(t) must satisfy the equation
(N) + (t)(1, ’(t)/(t), ..., -’(t)/(t))-O,
te IT, +).

Now we are ready for he following
Theorem Z. oider ( ) ith eve, oeover,

( i ) ’I.;

the de oe o the olloi eogitio, al oltio o (.)

a) r< 1, t-(t)dt +

Proof. Suose ha (t), t Its, + ), tto, is a solution of ( )
which is non-oscillatory hen by heorem 1, z(t) must be unbounded
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on [t, + ). Without any loss o generality, we suppose that x(t)0
on [t, + c), and moreover, lim x(t)= + c (cf. [7], Corollary). Thus,
there exists a t: t such that x(t) K (K as in Condition (G)) or every
t e[t:, +). It follows that x(t) satisfies the equation (E)for
t e [t, + ). However, since lira x()/x=O ([7] Lemma), k=l, 2, .,
n-l, there is a tt and an g(1, 0,..., 0), such that
3 ) g(1, 0,..., 0)-g(1, x’(t)/x(t),..., x(n-’(t)/x(t))

g(1, 0,..., 0)+
for every tt. Consequently, if

Q(t) p(t)g(1, x’(t) / x(t), ..., x(-)(t) / x(t))
t e [t, + ), then for the equation
(E) z() + Q(t)z O, 1
we have:

(4)

which implies (el. [], heorem 1)hat all solutions of (N) are oscil-
latory, contradicting the fae tha z(t) is a solution of (N). Thus, in
ease a), all solutions of (.) are oseillatory. he eases b), e) can be
shown similarly by using the resul of ifiko and vee ([g], heorem
2) for e), and the corresponding result of ikusifiski ([6], p. 8g) for
the ease b).

3. Now it is natural to expect analogous results to hold when
is odd. The following theorem covers this ease, and we omi the
proof which is very similar to tha of heorem 2, in the resenee
the fact that Onose’s Lemma ([7], p. 110) also holds for odd.

Theorem 3. et the gifeetia eqtio (.)with odd be
that the etio , are i (i), (ii) o Theorem 2 epeetivelg.
The ge oe o the ollowi eogitio, eve oltio o (.)
is oscillatory or tending monotonically to zero a8 t+"
a) r< 1, t-(t)gt= +

Remark 1. heorem 2 has been roved in the ease gr by
Lifiko and vee [g] for fl, and by ikusinski [6] for r-1. he cor-
responding eases with odd are also studied in the same apers.
Onose proved Theorem 2 under the assumptions" r-2+l, non-
negative integer, the condition (G) is satisfied for any 2, and the func-
tion satisfies
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Remark 2. The homogeneity assumption on g can be replaced
by inequalities of the form g(x, x:, ., 2Xn) > g(x, x, ., x),
with appropriate conditions on the unction g. Thus, we can slightly
weaken our assumptions so that we include Howard’s Theorem 2 in
[1], as a less sharp special case.

Remark :3. It would be very interesting to know under what
additional assumptions on the function g, the conditions of Theorems
2, 3 are also necessary or these theorems to hold. For results in this
direction see Svec [8], [9] who has used unctional-analytic methods
in order to obtain monotone solutions o nth-order equations.
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